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Hyde: Two Poems

"
NEW

MEXICO ,QUARTERLY REVIEW

Preferred a plastic clerk whom she did not,
Eventually, marry. She was fond of Proust,
And wrote in a small'still hand like copper plate.

,.

He married. Fifteen years later she suffered
A superfluous change of life which wandered
Now to her thigh, now her contracting bosom.
CAROL

.

HALL

"

TWO POEMS
.,VOICE

OF

,

ODYSSEUS

The empty hides walk ghostly here,
The flesh bellows·within the flesh;
The' mind tauter than a leash
Strai~s from the gods, pulls back in fear.
Stirring the sacred sin of dust
Like cattle in corrals of sun
We brand upon the self a _tone
That burns upon the hip of lust.
The churches mad within the head
Swear vengeance for the sa~ed cow;
We fear the sun will leave us now
And go to shine among the dead.
PAN

I met him in the month of May
When I was sweet sixteen;
I looked into his heart and saw
A hunger curled and lean.
They said he drove about the town
Hunting corners of the moon
Before he took his fiddle down
And began to tune
The strings upon a look of grief.
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POETRY
~

And the velvet shoulder pad
Tre~bled ge~de as a leafIt was like the joy he had.
Took a wife and left her cold,
Colder to drink berry wine;
Starved hungerly but never sold
The strings and keys across his mind.
Once l took the music 'stand .
Placed it near the window
.
Let him guide me with the hand
.That could draw' hurt splendor
From the. gut and crooked bow,
That could make a tone
Tremble so a heart would crave
His whiskey of the sun.
And he died of drink they say
Left his wife so cold
Weeping where she lay.
I have traveled ·far to find
Nothing, nothing in mY' mind
That can be as gold
As the woven music spun
Whirling from ijis drunken sun.
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SONNET: PEAC·E
Along the actual streets the living rush,
Their four dimensions hung on them like pride,
-While up the beaches of Salerno push
_Eternally the dead against the tide; .
While under meadowlands in No~andy
And under rubble i:hat,was Stalingrad
There sleeps not sound; there sleeps not restfully,
The early slain, the dead, the shattered lad.
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